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principal works of ... carlyle house - novaparks - carlyle married sarah fairfax in 1747, a member of one of
the most influential families in the colonies. sarah was the daughter of william fairfax, agent for thomas, 6th
lord fairfax, who owned over five million acres of land in the northern virginia region. john and sarah fairfax
carlyle had seven children, two of whom, sally and ann, survived. 'demigods and philistines': macaulay
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and carlyle-a study ... - thomas carlyle, the radical chronicler of revolutions, invited comparison. ... 223). to
carlyle the golden age lay in the past and hope for future improvement lay not in the assurance of steady
progress but in radical change and palingenetic renewal. both ... 13 past and present, bk. 3, ch. 5, p. 138.
heroes, hero-worshippers and jews: music masters, slaves ... - for carlyle, there is no real contradiction
here: the master-musician is ‘a friend of the gods’ precisely becausehe beneﬁts and serves ‘man’. in past and
present (1843), carlyle clariﬁes this paradox when he suggests that he that cannot be servant of many, will
never be master…. is he not carlyle and ruskin: an influential friendship - throughout ruskin’s writings
and diary, it was past and present,carlyle’s one great contribution to the nineteenth century’s habit of
contrasting the medieval with the modern, that had the most powerful impact upon him. it was one of the ﬁrst
of carlyle’s works with which ruskin came in con- signs of their times: history, labor, and the body in ... the writing of history in thomas carlyle’s past and present 4 resisting the abyss: 81 the reinscription of labor in
carlyle’s past and present 5 the “recovery” of the past 106 history and (self-)representation in benjamin
disraeli’s sybil; or, the two nations helen mcmanus university of california, los angeles helen ... —thomas carlyle, past and present.1 this paper explores thomas carlyle’s efforts to articulate the problem of
work as a matter of common concern, a political problem. in past and present (1843), carlyle defies the
conventions of existing political affiliations, as well as those of existing literary and print genres o heroes,
hero-worship the h in h - kouroo contexture - lectures on heroes. [may 12, 1840.] lecture iii. the hero as
poet. dante: shakspeare. the hero as divinity, the hero as prophet, are productions of old ages; not to be
repeated in the new. they presuppose a certain rudeness of conception, which the progress of mere scientific
knowledge puts an end to. duration, eternity, past, present and future - quotations - the past is gone,
the future is not come, and the present becomes the past, even while we attempt to define it, and, like the
flash of the lightning, at once exists and expires. colton (1780-1832) 5080 time, the cradle of hope, but the
grave of ambition, is the stern corrector of fools, but the salutary counsellor of the the victorian rembrandt:
carlyle's portraits of his ... - past and present (1843) was born out of carlyle's efforts to persuade the
present to profit from the lessons which the past could teach. it badly needed such lessons. it was, moreover, a
time which placed many difficulties in the way of a writer attempting to deal adequately with a great historic
subject, as george henry william currie submitted in partial ... - the aim of this thesis is to examine and
compare the thought of alexis de tocqueville, john stuart mill and thomas carlyle on modern democracy.
throughout their works, tocqueville, mill and carlyle showed a profound engagement with the phenomenon of
democracy in their era. it was the crux around which their wider reflections on the period revolved.
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